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Abstract
This paper is intended to propose some thoughts concerning Hans Morgenthau’s influence on
current forms of realist thinking. Drawing on familiar interpretations of Morgenthau’s earlier
thought1 I will give emphasis to the activist role in Morgenthau’s career. Why did he receive
so much attention? What were the causes for his wide-ranging influence?
Accordingly, some thoughts concerning realist thinking in Germany are added. Upon
reflecting on future realist research fields, I finish the article by analyzing some challenges for
German foreign policy from a realist perspective.
One principle is undeniable: an over-extensive research agenda is likely to lead to a loss of
identity of the specific school of thought that calls itself realism. But as an American judge
notoriously said about pornography, so too with realism: we may not be able to define it, but
we know it when we see it.2 It it is nevertheless useful to make regular attempts to formulate
explicit categories of what political realism could be and what analytical values it can offer.
Before I proceed with my detailed argument let me begin with two additional remarks.
The first concerns my own understanding of Morgenthau’s realism and its meaning for the
theory and practice of international relations and the second comment deals with the general
attitude toward realism in Germany.
To read Morgenthau is more than to read academic literature. Morgenthau humbly taught his
readers to interpret history in all its complexity. And this is an important requirement in a
world in which the strongest also claims to be the most moral player. Morgenthau: “”It is
easier and more satisfactory to conclude that political and military superiority necessarily go
hand in hand with moral superiority. Here again moral pride stands between our judgement
and historical experience”3
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Morgenthau’s role as political activist

The brand of political realism as a distinguished school of thought has been scattered in the
four winds after the crash of the bipolar system and the seemingly peaceful developments in
the early nineties.
Some of the reasons for this differentiation within the discipline are external ones. The world
is simply much more complex now; some other reasons are theory-immanent in so far as they
are the results of a transformation of interpretations of the world. But is it really the case that
realism has become an arbitrary position, desperately trying to save its core assumptions4 by
artificially extending its own research agenda? Do realists regularly resort to ad hoc
hypotheses to defend a long accepted scientific “truth” so that it is nearly impossible to attack
this truth and subsequently avoid declaration of death of this distinguished discipline?
There are many attempts to define an intersubjectively accepted standard of realism that is
open to external criticism5.
My own understanding of political realism is influenced by a kind of postmodern reading of
Reinhold Niebuhr and Hans Morgenthau6. In my interpretation, the socratic function of
realism is given priority over analytical or methodological accuracy. That implies that realism
is seen as critical theory. Morgenthau’s and Niebuhr’s concern for oral communication and
adaptation to the occasion conveys a sense of being uninterested in formal, classificatory
thought. Morgenthau did not write too many monographs because he did not have sufficient
time. He first wanted to increase the public awareness of political problems. His tireless fight
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against a US commitment in Vietnam and his work for the release of Soviet Jews are living
testimonies to his commitment.
Morgenthau’s agent-centric and respectively the state-centric worldview is the important tool
to proliferate his deeply moral messages. His and Niebuhr’s thinking was the antithesis
against an alleged mainstream way of thinking in the US7. They introduced tradition of raison
d’état into an American milieu that was influenced by eighteenth-century optimism and
nineteenth century belief in progress.
Morgenthau relied on the truth factor of his analyses – a claim that is not scientific. But his
intention was indeed not primarily scientific. Chicago students he told in an answer: “What
you are really saying – I regard this as a compliment – is that I have destroyed some of the
illusions with which you entered. I am here to prevent you from going home with the same
illusions with which you came. This is the purpose of teaching – to confront people with the
truth.“ 8 It was the political reality that he wanted to influence. Although he was a complex
thinker, he knew he had to keep it simple in order to have an impact. To Hannah Arendt he
wrote: “We are intellectual streetfighters… So if we don’t make clear on which side of the
barricades we stand we have failed. Are your for or against the crucifiction of Christ? I guess
some of our ancestors voted for Barnabas. They were wrong”.9 Morgenthau’s Chicago
Lectures of 1952 prove that Morgenthau’s concern was more than academic.
Morgenthau created pressure for a new basis of foreign policy judgement, a new rhetoric that
is grounded in the necessity of political assessment and compromise10 This especially
becomes clear in his provocative opus In Defense of the National Interest. Morgenthau
criticised people that created a climate of political expectations that could not be satisfied. The
correct understanding of world politics should be based on a sober, anti-ideological judgement
of politics. His plea was for a clear power analysis and a subsequent formulation of a realistic
national interest: “A foreign policy, to be successful, must be commensurate with the power
available to carry it out.”11
Morgenthau attacked observers who accentuated the exceptionalist existence of the US. The
easy conquering of the continent had created a frame of power that relied too heavily on the
“moral superiority” of the United States that was not reality12. In the early twenty-first century
Morgenthau would have attacked neoconservative thinkers lile Richard Perle or Charles
Krauthammer who disguise themselves as realists13.
Morgenthau (as well as Niebuhr) worked with the rhetorical tools to provoke and partially
convey anxiety, heighten a sense of irony and paradox, and identify Christian virtue as a
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compromise between two extremes14. Their message as US citizens was simple: the drama of
history is not to be played for the sake of our security, our nation or our civilization. They
wholeheartedly fought against the sin of nationalist universalism that would provoke
resistance and unconditional forms of conflict15. Gilpin drives their point home: “Nationalists
may be realists, but realists are not necessarily nationalists”16 But for realists nationalism
remains one of the most powerful dangers for world peace17 (Mearsheimer 2001).
What makes Morgenthau’s power approach difficult, is the fact that he uses the notion of
power in a dual sense (Rohde 2004: chapter 5). While his historical macro analysis leads to a
materialist interpretation of power that is founded in a structural and a transcendental
explanation of conflict, he also moves to the micro analytical level where he interprets power
as “a psychological relationship between those who exercise it and those over whom it is
exercised.” That means that power is transferred to the level of the social relationship. This is
a radical intellectual step from an understanding of politics as the realm of necessity18 to a
voluntaristic understanding of politics. It is both an overall power structure and an ontological
quality of evil that condition the causes of conflicts.
Morgenthau’s activist understanding of politics becomes obvious in his radical measures
against the Vietnam war. He expresses his deeper motivations to Arendt: “I am too busy to do
what I really want to do. But then, one has to do one’s duty, especially when it is almost
literally a question of life and death.”19
And in this spirit he tried to convert politicians like Brzezinsky, George McBundy,
McNamara or Henry Kissinger20
Morgenthau was occupied with survival issues. He made his points with the help of resolute
rhetoric: In “the life of nations peace is only respite from trouble – or the permanent peace of
extinction.” At the beginning of the cold war, he often used the Munich analogy in order to
determine the extent of the Soviet danger and to warn against a false strategy of
appeasement.21 He knew that everyone, at least the general public, would understand what he
wanted to say when he used these heartfelt metaphors. Later, he warned the US not to leave
Israel alone in its struggle against the Arab nations and compared Israel’s situation with that
of Czechoslovakia in ’3822. He did not trust Kissinger whom he thought would endanger
Israel with “salami tactics” and recommended Israel to prepare unilaterally for peace. “When
your life’s at stake, you can’t be flexible.” Morgenthau aimed to change in the way of
thinking about politics before concrete policies could be changed in the longer term. His
targeted use of metaphors and historical analogies23, performed different tasks that
Morgenthau, as praeceptor Americae, pursued: (1) They helped to define the nature of the
situations with which the decision-makers werde confronted (2) helped to assess what was at
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stake (3) provided a way to give concrete policy prescriptions. Later, Morgenthau weighed up
different options that should indicate how the policy makers could deal with these identified
situations. He painted vivid pictures of reality and often accomplished his ends through
exaggeration. Morgenthau, who was deeply sceptical concerning the influence of public
opinion on foreign policy24 (Morgenthau 1973: 146-147), began using civilian instruments in
order to persuade the decision-makers to change their course. This is paradox, but
Morgenthau had to revise his preference for a nearly isolated idealtype of the statesman (in a
Platonic sense) which he seemed to represent in his historical analyses (see especially his
Chicago Lectures 1952). Nevertheless: the advent of nuclear weapons convinced Morgenthau
that human security would depend on “the moral quality of leaders and their willingness to
place the common goal of survival over the pursuit of unilateral advantage”.
Later Morgenthau extended his perspective on world politics. His commitment for the Soviet
jewry led him to an astounding change of heart in his dealings with human rights issues. He
began to open the black box of the state because he had built personal relationships to
persecuted jews25 (Mollov 2002: 77f.) His personal experiences helped him to change his
view on détente with the UdSSR26.
But his pessimistic worldview remained. Politics would always be a struggle for power that
sometimes could be mitigated peacefully, sometimes not. Owing to finite resources and a
finite lifetime, at least some basic resource and prestige conflicts are inevitable. Some
conflicts might be reconcilable with the help of constructivist discourse techniques
(diplomacy) and institutional processes27 but many are not. The anarchy assumption of
anthropological realism consists of a parsimonious understanding of systemic anarchy (nonexistence of any governmental authority/permissive condition for conflicts) But the negative
consequences of anarchy become more serious, because men are no angels.
The anthropological realist cannot share the permanent value of a theory of hegemonic
stability that assumes huge power asymmetries in the international system as stabilizing factor
although the existence of global hegemony can help to make some issue-specific regimes
work 28 Power in Morgenthau’s understanding is seen as too dangerous to be kept in an
unequal proportion on the political (military) level. Psychological, biological, historical pathdependent, cultural and spiritual reasons speak against the rational and self-contained use of
power of one untouchable superior actor in world politics29 Only tactical acceptance of
coincidentally originated hegemony can be explained, but for anthropological realists this
hegemony should be the “unipolar moment”, not a unipolar structure that most neoclassical
realists30 and many liberals31 deem beneficial. Steven Walt, defensive realist, claims:
“Potential rivals will be unwilling to invite the “focused enmity” of the United States, and key
U.S. allies like Japan and Germany will prefer to free-ride on U.S. protection rather than to
create stronger military forces of their own.”32
In the global power struggle asymmetrical warfare seems to be the natural consequence of an
asymmetrial power distribution in the international system.
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The anthropological realist has no salvation for the many zero-sum-games that constitute the
precarious existence of individuals and states but it has two (rather abstract) imperatives that
should guide political interaction:
1. try to construct transparent regional material power balances as far as possible.
2. In a highly unequal world at least let the agents of different regions, economic and
military capacities, cultures and religions feel equal because respect and dignity need
not be scarce resources.33

State of the Art in Germany
The German understanding of international relations is strongly influenced by the pecularities
of German history and German intellectual history, and is perhaps a product of the interplay
of both factors. (That does not exclude the fact the West German foreign policy under
Adenauer was deeply realpolitisch).
But Germany’s intellectual Sonderweg is comprehensible. Some philosophers that influenced
the German history of international relations have been berated as power apologists while
“soft philosophers” with pacifistic attitudes34 have received much more attention.
Max Weber’s and Friedrich Meinecke’s views on international politics are too easily
dismissed as simply positivistic and realpolitisch. Governance theorists like Niklas Luhmann
and Fritz Scharpf as well as Ulrich Beck have conquered the market of international relations
although their own domain once belonged to policy research.35 These thinkers give emphasis
to the soft variables of political interplay that stress transnational processes, multi-level
governance, socialization processes between international institutions and states on one hand
and states and domestic civil societies on the other hand. Additionally, the analysis of
communication processes, in reality sociological questions, has received a lot of attention in
the field of international relations36. This topic mostly concerns the role of NGOs in
international negotiation processes and societal processes in general. But the causal tests for
their explanations are mostly restricted to the research field “European Union”.
Christian Hacke critisises that the border between social theory and the discipline
international relations has been become too vague37. New shooting stars in the German IR
claim, however, that is very difficult to find any authentic realists in the German IR any
more38. They claim that the discipline has developed a structure that has abandoned the
territorial division of the international system in favour of an issue-oriented arrangement.
Although this may be true for some issue areas, such as environmental policy or civil society
issues, this diagnosis completely neglects the state-centric base of international security
issues. The drawback is a loss of expertise in the field of international security.
The whole state-centric perspective, a central assumption of the mainline realist school, is
called into question. The penetration of borders as a political principle is regarded as a “quasiaxiom”. Wæver argues convincingly: “Germany (is) in important ways the most deeply
Europeanized country, and, therefore, from German scholars being prone to the most radical
33
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postsovereign interpretations of integration”39 Several psychological factors can explain this
relatively radical renunciation of the state-centric perspective in Germany: (1) the long
enduring limitation of German sovereignty, (2) the existence of a decentralized federal state,
(3) the openness of an export-oriented economy, (4) the perception that with the help of
negotiations with an enemy all things are possible (e.g., withdrawal of Soviet troops in 1994)
(5) the decrease of military threats in the early 90s, (6) the one-sided comparison of the state
to an instrument of power (in Carl Schmitt’s sense) that basically causes evil. (7) the peaceful
revolution that resulted in German reunification.
Werner Link shows convincingly that the German IR scholars focus one-sidedly on the
domestic dimensions of the social principle of checks and balances to the neglect of this
meaning in the domain of international relations40 (Link 2002: 33). One of the fruitful
approaches that saves an elaborate state-centric perspective in Germany is taken by Wolf41: he
shows that states can save their freedom of action (modern reason of state) against their own
societies by pointing toward their international (institutional) constraints. So too in the other
direction. States try to achieve concessions in international negotiations by stressing the
domestic constraints. The state interest is maintained, but it is connected to the international
system and to domestic politics as well.
But what are the systematic results of realist thinking in Germany?

The harvest of the rare species realist in Germany
Realist thinking in Germany has limited influence. This regrettable intellectual vacuum is not
foremost the result of a lack of quality in the field but a result of ignorance within the
scientific community.
But one connecting attribute characterises the shrinking realist community in Germany:
German realists do not accept a pure positivist interpretation of realism. They see a
complementary relationship between systemic theory and foreign policy analysis, especially
stressing the voluntaristic aspects of politics42 The integration of subsystemic variables into a
realist theory of international politics has received early attention in Germany and is the result
of a constructive debate between Hans J. Morgenthau and his student Gottfried-Karl
Kindermann. The output of this discussion was the creation of a multimethodic approach
called “synoptic realism”. Gottfried-Karl Kindermann extended Morgenthau’s realism toward
a methodology of situation-analysis and situation-evaluation (constellation analysis)43 This
approach governs individual research designs with the help of a set of diagnostic questions.
The theory is based upon an anthropological foundation (Kindermann 1963) but claims
(falsifiable) empirical research mediated through dialectically arranged analytical categories.
Kindermann includes six categories for inquiry. He asks how decision-makers define the role
of power in achieving foreign-policy goals that are based on a rather permanent concept of the
national interest. Through the category “norm and advantage” Kindermann intends to
deconstruct ideological postulates that most often serve states as justifications for a concrete
foreign policy. In short, Kindermann tries to explain the behavior of individual agents within
an international constellation.
Werner Link has made use of Kenneth Waltz’s structural realism and has applied his thought
on the process of European integration. He convicingly shows that the EU consists of
different nations with still very real national interests. The enlargement process and the
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conference in Nice and negotiations concerning the EU constitution have shown that the
dispute over voting rights is nothing other than a power play. States use the integration
process to strengthen their independence, not to abandon it. Link introduces the concept of an
integrative balance-of-power 44. What seems to be a semantic contradiction is a double-edged
concept: the integration process should enable the nation-states to remain competitive in a
demanding global enviroment and it should help to outbalance the more influential
participants of the union and reduce their intra-security-dilemma (Snyder 1999). The
European integration did not take place in a vacuum. “Despite its intellectual appeal,
federalism has never proved to be a successful route to political integration, and its successes
have been achieved only under unusual political circumstances… the two most successful
federal republics –Switzerland and the United States – were created in response to powerful
external security threats.“45 The same can be said for the EU.
Therefore, if the stakes are high enough the vital interests of states become obvious: „(The)
candidates from the former Soviet bloc refuse to define Europe’s raison d’être in a foreign and
security policy reflexively opposed to the United States.” 46 They rely on the protective shield
of the US against an ever threatening Russia. All the institutional frameworks break down if
the questions of war and peace are on the agenda.

Conclusion
The biggest problem of German foreign policy realism is the lack of systematic empirical
research. Although several appropriate research designs exist they are not applied in their
entirety. If German neorealists are not completely ignored, then they are simply equated with
Waltzs’ (mostly misunderstood) structural realism and consequently critisised as a
homogeneous school of thought. The fact that realist thinking in Germany has no foothold is
understandable because Germany lacks an overall strategic orientation in its foreign policy. A
foreign policy without a historical backbone is a dangerous and unsound thing. A stronger
influence of political realism would be desirable.

Additional remarks concerncing the future of foreign policy realism
The future of realism lies in the insistence of the assumption that material factors first and
foremost determine the behavior of states and other international players.
That means that a realist theory has to deal with probable causes of conflicts that can be
derived from material conditions between different agents. Realism is challenged to explain
the fact of underbalancing against the dominant actor in the global system.47 Realism can
remain convincing as a “school of thought” if it
1. has the courage to formulate a specific worldview (extrascientific assumptions),
making it explicit (ultimate causes: christian realism, Nietzschean or Freudian
psychologism, evolutionary theory). So it can enervate the popular accusation to
follow its own ruler-affirmative ideology. Realism is a belief system that cannot be
proven or disproven by empirical research. But realism can (1) give reasons for the
plausibility of its own worldview in a moral discourse48 and it can derive hypotheses
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that can be empirically tested (ontological claims about the natural world that are
combined with epistemological, procedural, claims about how to receive new
knowledge. These two kinds of reasoning need to be carefully seperated. The most
scientific attempt to combine theoretical research with empirical findings is the
application of sociobiology: „ ...realists can use evolutionary theory to advance
arguments supporting offensive realism without depending on the anarchic
international system. Offensive realists argue that states seek to maximize power
because competition in the international system to achieve security compels them to
do so. Realism based on evolutionary theory reaches the same conclusion, but the
causal mechanism is at the first image (the individual) rather than the third image (the
international system).”49 In evolutionary theory, domination usually results in
particular individuals in social groups having regular privileges of access to resources
in competitive situations. But, as a pure sociobiological approach could bear moral
burdens, it should be restricted to explaining permissive conditions for ethnic
conflicts.
2. defends the probability assumption that material explanations for state behavior are
more convincing than ideational ones. The shifting of power structures50 (Zakaria
1998/Gilpin 1981) should be the most influential, but not the exclusive variable for the
explanation of systemic developments and foreign policy behaviour of individual
players. But for the explanation of concrete foreign policies, soft variables in
complementary research designs are needed (domestic or process variables). There
should not be an artificial “either – or” between systemic and foreign policy analysis51
(Waltz 1986: 328).
3. subsequently dares to build grand strategy explanations or grand narratives52 and
geopolitical scenarios and analyses of resource distributions and its consequences
(Schweller 1999, Umbach 2003). The school of realism is organically connected with
the idea of a long-term national interest that determines the behavior of international
agents (Morgenthau 1952) and which is provable only in long-term analyses. This
understanding of national interest need not be a static one, but it should help to
identify traditional behaviors of states that can serve as guideposts also for microanalysis (secondary constructivist research, see e g Kindermann 1985). The behavior
of a singular unit can be derived from its material position in the system as well as
from the core values (identity) of the state and its elites53 A realist identity concept has
to be interpretated as a relatively static variable.54 But realism has to sharpen its
strongest weapon by elaborating the materialist power analysis through the integration
of economic parameters (e.g. growth rates of S+T, R+D of different states, knowledge
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transfer indicators and wider strategic fields such as space. Knowledge dominance is
one of the key factors of US dominance55.
4. can explain the origins of different configurations in world politics without having to
rely on a static bias of how it characterizes the international system. The international
system is a realm of insecurity that at a particular point in time is more prone to
violence and at another point less dangerous. The intellectual divide between
“offensive” (Mearsheimer 2001) and “defensive” (Walt 1987/Van Evera 1999/Jervis
1999) realism56 embodies huge differences concerning the precepts that should be
given for decision-makers in international politics. Both understandings should not
become a dogma but rather should be adapted to suit individual situations. But a
complementary systematic theory of proximate causes of conflicts is desirable. The
character of international politics is profoundly influenced by whether states at a
particular moment in history are status quo or revisionist powers. But the structure of
the armament also explains a good deal about war or peace in world affairs. This
structure is open to constructive manipulation.57
5. If it provides an irreducible core of normative convictions for the construction of a
viable world order (e. g. communitarian ethics, ethics of intervention, just war
doctrine), because many self-proclaimed normativists in international relations claim:
“There is no such thing as ethical foreign policy”. Michael Doyle, himself a liberal,
argues: “Realist moral philosophy makes Realist political science coherent; Realist
political science provides an essential description that is needed to justify Realist
ethics.”58 (Doyle 1997:19.) A realist ethics represents an ethics of human equality. It
condemns universalist-imperialist attempts to create a uniform world society, e. g.
through imposed neoclassical (economic) policy prescriptions by the IMF that neglect
specific local and political conditions (Gilpin 2001: 64-65). It claims (1) a basic
“survival ethics”, achieved by a Global Security Authority that relies on minimal
multilateral principles in the war against terrorism and against nuclear proliferation. It
sharply denies the neoconservative ideas of a new domino theory for the Middle East.
The claim of the Bush administration to arbitrarily intervene against every possible
danger is seen as futile for world peace: „In terms of the power he now claims, without
significant challenge, George W. Bush is now the closest thing in a long time to
dictator of the world.“59 A realist-communitarian approach accepts the free
development of different states and societies. The fundamental division is not between
democratic and non-democratic peoples or liberal and non-liberal, but decent and nondecent or outlaw peoples. States have to solely accept minimal rules of international
behavior60. It attempts a synthesis between “Western” civil society and “Eastern”
communal elements. This “synthesis of autonomy with social order, a synthesis based
largely on moral codes and normative controls”.61 provides a good way to avoid
dangerous kinds of messianisms in international affairs like democratic imperialism. A
gradually expanding supranational Global Antiterrorism Authority can foster a
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denationalised issue-oriented global “police force” that deals with regional or local
hard cases like genozides or proliferation cases Humanitarian intervention is no longer
taboo for realists, but it has to be adopted very carefully and covered by a strategy of
selective engagement.
6. shows a way to reliably analyse the structure of world politics and the global economy
in its interdependence. While neoclassical economy implies the principle of equality
and reciprocity in macroeconomic relationships, the political sphere is characterised
by huge inequalities. How do these different spheres interact?62 Realism claims that
high politics determines the outcomes of international relations, be it in the economic,
environmental or any other political realms. This must be made proven in a
microtheoretical theory of negotiations. But the same is to be done conversely: realism
must develop a set of tools that aid it in identifying the consequences of micropolitics
for “high politics”, e g terrorism and other transnational networks.63Time constraints
like election campaigns which inhibit longterm solutions in serious global issues
confirm Morgenthau’s proverb that “whatever the ultimate aims of international
politics, power is always the ultimate aim” The shadow of the future in international
politics is an uncertain entity when material interests are at stake.
7. has the courage to pose the hard questions. E g, what are the geostrategic advantages
of the U.S. intervention in Iraq? The US pursues several geopolitical aims in Iraq: the
creation of a pro-American government in Baghdad and the establishment of bases to
facilitate power projection: “...bases (for the US) are available in the region. Iraq
should become the rock upon which the United States projects power.”64 Afghanistan
has additional strategic meaning. The US have a better reach toward bases in
southwest Asia – Bagram, Kandahar, Khost, Lwara, Mazar-e-Sharif in Afghanistan, in
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan as well as British-controlled Diego
Garcia. “New Europe” offers important opportunities. The air bases Podwidz and
Krzesiny in Poland, 3 bases in Romania, 6 areas in Bulgaria and perhaps Lithuania
have the advantages that they are close to strategically contested regions in the Middle
East. They are halfway between Berlin and Baghdad. There is no need to gain
permission for overflight rights from neutral or critical countries. The operational
costs are lower in this erea. Furthermore, the US have used the war on terrorism to
widen its sphere of influence in Asia. Realist analysis has to focus on geopolitical
determinants that influence individual political constellations.

Empirical conclusions
Realism has to show that it bears no resemblance to a crude power-supporting strategy. It is
no coincidence that a hardline realist like John Mearsheimer put forward convincing
arguments against a US attack on Iraq65 Deterrence of Saddam Hussein would have sufficed
as the dictator was a master in rational behavior, motivated by the will to survive. Realism has
a tradition of being a critical theory66 Today, no combination of adversaries can hope to equal
America's military power under any circumstances. The reason for this fact is highly
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contested. Liberal (and some realist) observers claim that this is the result of the exceptional,
transparent liberal US institutions, the peaceful ideology of unipolarism and the social
purpose of power67 (However, if states fear the unchecked use of America's power, they may
develop an overwhelming desire to wield weapons of terror, and instigate mass destruction to
deter America's offensive tactics of self-defense (NSS 2002). The history of the myths of
empire suggests that a general strategy of preventive war is likely to bring about precisely the
outcome that Bush and Rice wish to avert, especially if the rationalizations for the war is
based on lies68. The end of the cold war has indicated that conflicts can be solved without
recourse to preventive attacks. Furthermore, the war against a nation-state like Iraq or against
flexible operating terrorist cells are two different matters.

Reasons for transatlantic differences
The Western alliance altogether has come to realize that its security depends on the survival
of peace and democracy in areas beyond its borders.But the decisions to accomplish peace
outside of the transatlantic borders have to be made inside these borders – in the legislative
process of nation states and their bargains inside international institutions. Although there is
unity in the evaluation of recent developments several problems remain unsolved in the
Western world.
There is “the most severe (transatlantic) tension in a generation”69 This rift is caused by two
different factors: (1) a different evaluation of the threats of the 21st century and (2) by a
different understanding of the factor of power in world politics.
With some important exceptions in the public opinion, many areas of the German political
establishment refuse to acknowledge the diagnosis of some US analysts that by the late 1990s,
the world would be living in the second great era of totalitarian politics in modern history.
This new totalitarianism was “no longer rooted in Europe but in Europe’s aftereffects
combined with indigenous currents coming from both secular Arab radicalism of the Baath,
and religious Islamic fundamentalism”70. Some call the recent developments in world affairs
“reactionary modernism”.
The Europeans, however, have an eye on the socio-economic sources of unrest in the Islamic
world. They are suspicious of the manichaic worldview prevailing in large parts of the US. In
contrast to the US, whose neoconservatives prefer an offensive solution to the problems in the
Middle East71, the Europeans claim softer solutions for the pacification of the contested
region.
The US neocons work with the strategy of an exaggeration of dangers. The fact that Bush
managed to convince the public of a fictional connection between Saddam Hussein and Al
Kaida is a reliable indicator for the phenomenon that democracies provide no self-evident
road to transparency and truth. In dangerous situations the democratic character of U.S.
foreign policy is repeatedly endangered (see e.g. Golf of Tonkin resolution 1964;
“Authorization for the Use of Military Force Against Iraq“ joint resolution, in NYT vom 12.
Oktober 2002). But the source of misunderstanding in the transatlantic world has deeper
roots.
Robert Kagan’s Of Paradise and Power: America and Europe in the New World Order most
effectively shows the psychological determinants and consequences of the current rift caused
by the power asymmetries in world politics. But the Europeans seem to have understood the
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point. For this reason they do not wish to remain copliant vassals of the Americans72 They
show an increasing willingness to develop an independent security capacity, which means a
substantial increase in hard power. Operation Artemis in the Democratic Republic of Congo
was the first autonomous European Union intervention authorized by the United Nations in
2003 and is the result of a new understanding of human security as opposed to traditional state
security. The European Satellite Navigation System GALILEO indicates that the EU wants to
develop independent capabilities in strategic areas. The US opposed the project at the end of
200173.

German foreign policy challenges
German foreign policy has gone through major changes that can only be seen as
revolutionary. The quasi pacifist civilian power is now militarily engaged in different
missions – a fact that was unimaginable before the red-green coalition came into office. But
the ruling elite had to accept the radical change in the security environment since the breakup
of Yugoslavia. Germany has currently positioned 7020 soldiers in six different missions74
(ISAF, KFOR, SFOR, UNOMIG, EF, UNMEE). The defense policy guidelines of the
Bundeswehr (VDR) show that the spectrum of deployments has changed completely.
Territorial defense nearly has become obsolete. Furthermore, the use of German military has
to be executed exclusively in a multinational context. Germany sees itself as a producer, not
only a consumer of security and stability75 But the Germans are not intellectually prepared for
this larger role and they lack the willingness to make sufficient resources for solid and secure
military commitments available. Although the Bundeswehr aims to become an interventionist
army, capable of network centric warfare, the margin for substantial investments is much too
small. The use of ground troops in Afghanistan (KSK special forces) is the first use of
German ground troups after the Second World War. But the defense budget 2005
encompasses only 1,5% GNP76. At least the share of investments has risen to 25,6%.
But German society has yet to learn that security is not to be taken for granted. For, in the
words of Joseh Nye Jr., security is like oxygen – you tend not to notice it until you begin to
lose it, but once that occurs there is nothing else that you will think about. The first step
toward normalization of German foreign policy demands a substantial rise in the defense
budget that can only be achieved if Germany defines a consistent national interest that is
integrated into a wider european geostrategic approach and that can be made plausible to the
public. In addition, the Germans can use their enormous amount of soft power they dispose of
in the Middle East. The Germans have received a high reputation for their performance in the
build-up of police forces and administrational institutions. They could help to build
constructive relationships within the Islamic world.
Inside Europe Germany should play a mediating role. The concept of accepting French
leadership is dangerous for Germany, because it harms its traditional relationships with the
United States and Britain and alienates the new EU and NATO member countries of eastern
and central Europe. Especially the lifting of the arms embargo against China would be the
wrong signal and would only correspond the French wishes to restore a multipolar world.
Only the fact that China puts the threat against China into a law (WP, March 14, 2005) can
possibly avoid this politically precarious maneuver.
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It would be unwise to follow the sentimental French dream of a multipolar world too closely
and equally so an intimate alignment with Russia, although an issue-oriented cooperation with
Russia is necessary at least in the field of energy accomodation, because Europe’s
dependency is this field increases continously77
On the other hand the Germans urgently need a constructive relationship toward the US. But
they have endangered this relationship due to domestic constraints. They have lost credibility
and favour in the US, which once existed in abundance, as a result of irresponsible handling.
„Statesmen like Adenauer and Helmut Schmidt – who both knew very well how to say „No“
to the United States – commended enormous respect in Washington.... They have done it by
their powers of communication and attraction – their soft power...“78 (Mead 2004: 20).
The United States has no interest to let Europe develop its own power-based foreign policy
The Americans try to define their interests more against the “old European powers” and align
themselves more closely with the East European NATO members. The intended troop shifting
out of Germany79 confirms this assumption. The US seems to work through a policy of
traditional balance-of-power thinking, more than through binding institutions80 The
organizational trade-off after World War II implied that the US agreed to operate within an
institutionalized political process, and, in return, its partners have been willing to be
appreciative followers. But this procedural consensus is endangered. In a crisis a much
celebrated constitutional order (or collective security system) does not work. Prior to the Iraq
war the European Union became a traditional Bop-system once more. It was Morgenthau who
showed that positivist law always belongs to the sociological context in which it operates. He
spoke of international law as “primitive law”.81
It is foremost the classical realist motive that keeps the transatlantic partners together for
some time: the existence of a common enemy. This confirms Lord Salisbury’s saying: A
nation has no permanent friends, only permanent interests. And again it could be a common
enemy, the invisible threat of Islamic terrorism, that forces the transatlantic partners together.
The greatest danger for the transatlantic relationship is the continuation of nonsensitive
imperialist tendencies in US foreign policy82

Concluding Remarks
Anthropological realism forecasts a recurrence of balancing against the United States in the
international system in the long run. Contrary to the views of liberals and realists like
Wohlforth, it does not assume that most international agents will accept US hegemony if their
relative power toward the United States is to grow. But the facts for rival powers are currently
rather bleak because regional powers are “much more likely to have aspirations and gripes
regarding each other than regarding the distant unipolar power. Local threats and
opportunities are thus much more likely to thwart systemic balancing in this than in other
systems.”83 The US works to perpetuate its hegemony through a strategy of engagement as
long as this strategy does not directly generate increased terrorist threats to the U.S.
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homeland. Then it it reaps important dividends in response to unexpected security threats But
to follow the preemptive guidelines of NSS 2002 could be fatal. Bismarck said that preventive
war is like committing suicide from fear of death; it would “put the full weight of the
imponderables…on the side of the enemies we have attacked”. Nevertheless the United States
has to take preventive actions against imminent terrorist threats. But the currently existent mix
of measures against both macropolitical and micropolitical threats is dangerous. It is
instituationalised in the form of a “national counterterrorist center shall conduct strategic
operational planning for counterterrorism activities, integrating all instruments of national
power, including diplomatic, financial, military, intelligence, homeland security, and law
enforcement activities within and among agencies.”84
A seperation of military and police action in a multilateral context would be desirable and
peace supporting.
The Europeans, however, try carefully to maintain a cooperative balance with the US.
Fundamental differences in values demand different strategies in dealing with difficult players
in world politics. As the Europeans still depend on US hard power, they need to be much
more efficient in their efforts to build autonomous forces that are capable of intervening in
regional conflicts without US support.
Neither the dream of a transatlantic civilization nor the concept of an autonomous European
power seem to be realistic scenarios for the future of world politics. The future depends on the
seriousness of the threats, defined by terrorists or revisionist regional powers like China.
The evolution of Morgenthau’s thought
Morgenthau was socialized in times of danger and in a struggle for survival. Although these
experiences shaped his whole life and his theoretical approach, he made some substantial
intellectual developments concerning his perspectives on statesmanship, democracy, an
interest-based foreign policy or the role of human rights in world politics85 The late
Morgenthau started to trust in international regimes (SALT I, non-proliferation treaty), but it
was always the statesman who had emphatic qualities or who was tempted by a diffuse willto-power. That means Morgenthau is a moderate structuralist who always stresses the room
for voluntaristic action in politics86
We do not know exactly what Morgenthau would have said about current developments in
world politics. He surely would have supported the process of European integration which he
called a revolutionary process in world affairs as early as in 1948. But he would have
supported a Europe with sufficient military capabilities that does not neglect its regional
responsibilities. And based on his excellent knowledge of Aristotle he would have stressed the
value of stable political societies that were based on a teleological purpose87 (without
becoming imperialistic units. In his discussion concerning the viability of a world state he
convincingly showed that a community of values would be the precondition for such a world
state. On the other hand he warned against a simple kind of democracy promotion88 that
would cause more harm than promote peace and stability. He gave emphasis to the liberal
safeguards of democracy and saw the weaknesses of a pure procedural democracy. In this
formal definition “Nazism clearly was a democratic machine”, he told a student.89
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Morgenthau criticised politicians who sold foreign policy in moralistic terms. His criticism of
the Truman doctrine was exaggerated90 because it did not take into consideration that Truman
could only get domestic support for his plans if he appealed to the exceptionalist US values.
Realism needs a realistic vision. Morgenthau had received such a vision at the end of his life.
In the words of Lebow91, he cautiously applauded Western European efforts to build a more
peaceful continent “on the twin foundations of parliamentary democracy and supranational
institutions” and re-affirmed his faith in the democratic political system, combining this with
support for the American civil rights movements and a critique of American power politics in
Indochina.
Although he was sometimes sceptical about the emotional oscillations of public opinion
intervening in international affairs, he became more and more sympathetic toward the values
of democracy. During the Johnson and Nixon administrations he became an elaborate
defender of democratic values in the US.92
But George W. Bush’s vision of the world would not have been Morgenthau’s. Bush’s
unilateralist policy would have provoked Morgenthau’s harsh criticism93. And Morgenthau
would have attacked the deceitful political culture of this US administration that works with
manipulation and lies and with the targeted exclusion of human rights.
Morgenthau was a prophet who mostly criticised the political mainstream without being a
critic sui generis. He wrote and acted in an anticyclical manner.94 His thought was one of
moderation although he sometimes presented it rather vehemently. And he knew the limits
and ambivalence of human interaction in all kinds of social endeavors:
The political actor, conscious of history,
Must be aware of the malleability of the human will,
Yet he must also be aware of the limits of suasion
And of the need for
Objective barriers to the human will.
While he is making use of suasion,
He must not be oblivious of the role of power, and vice versa,
And of each he must have just the right quantity and quality
Neither too much nor too little,
Neither too early nor too late,
Neither too strong nor too weak.95
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